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ful sex-instinct is probably responsible for most crimes; it leads
not only to sexual offences, but to others, not overtly sexual,
which are displacements of this primitive urge. Anti-social
conduct, too, is a ready means of discharging the energy of a
thwarted self-assertive instinct in a show of independence and
power, society at large being, in the last resort, a father-
substitute.
Our confidence that mental conflict is the main cause of
the trouble is increased by the certainty that many adolescent
delinquents do not know why they commit then- crimes. They
seem to have a compulsion to act as they do, and reason is
powerless to stop them. No jsloubt there are innate moral
defectives whose very nature does not allow them to effect a
synthesis of the personality; but there can be no reasonable
doubt that the bulk of adolescent crime is due to normal
tendencies that have got out of gear in the actual development
of the individual. And while it is true to say that many
- criminals are mentally defective, it would be wrong to infer
that mental deficiency is the cause of crime. Poverty of
intellect merely gives the delinquent less power to inhibit the
impulses that are more or less common to all.
The delinquencies of adolescence assume various forms, not
all of which call for the self-protective action of society. One
mild delinquency, which concerns the home or the school
rather than the wider society, is the wandering mania. The
truant may be quite aware of a strong desire to escape from
parental authority; but when he cannot explain his action
we must invoke as explanation either an unconscious conflict
between his urge for independence and his desire to remain
snugly under the protection of his parents, or an unconscious
state of revolt against the father.
Lying is another misdemeanour which causes great concern
to the educator. The ordinary lie is, of course, a conscious
perversion of truth, and is told in order to avoid punishment
or to get out of difficulties; but it would be a mistake to
assume that all untruthfulness is of this nature and to treat it
accordingly. Much of it, being due to mental conflict, is a
disease of the mind rather than a moral fault. The 'white

